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Abstract
Relationship among expectations, (dis)satisfaction and customer experience is analysed in the scientific
literature, but academic discussions tend to reserve a view on customer experience mostly regarding the
influence of these elements. To expand understanding of customer experience, analysis of a broader
picture becomes significant. This study aims to propose a conceptual framework connecting brand
communication and customer experience. As a result, the proposed conceptual framework outlines the
relationship among brand communication, expectations, the emotional state experienced during the
consumption, (dis)satisfaction and customer experience. The outcome also reveals the degree of control of
these elements in the process of customer experience formation, highlights where brands can take action to
influence customer experience
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1. Introduction
In recent decades customer experience achieved increasing attention and importance in academic discussions (Lemon
& Verhoef, 2016; Pol et al., 2019). Likewise, customer experience gained value in professional practice in
differentiating products or services in the category. Successful customer experience leads to repurchase, increases
sales, lifts word of mouth, reduces business risk, improves the corporate image, and fosters brand value (Frank &
Enkawa, 2009; Bueno et al., 2019; Hsieh & Yuan, 2019).
In large part, the customer experience topic investigations focus on customer experience management,
evaluation and its impact on business results. Many studies accept a relationship among expectations,
(dis)satisfaction and customer experience (Korgaonkar & Moschis, 1982; Oliver, 1997; Spreng & Page, 2001; Hu et
al., 2009; Braun-LaTour, 2013; Chang & Taylor, 2014; Hsieh & Yuan, 2019), but still, academic discussions tend to
reserve a view on customer experience mostly regarding the relationship among these elements. To expand
understanding of this relationship, analysis of a broader picture of customer experience, including the antecedent of
expectations and emotional state influence on customer experience evaluation, becomes significant. It may be
assumed that brand communication forms customer expectations, which, together with the emotional state
experienced during consumption, and performance evaluation, lead to (dis)satisfaction, whereas it results in customer
experience.
Thus, the object of the research is the relationship between brand communication and customer experience.
The aim of the research is to propose a conceptual framework connecting brand communication and
customer experience.
To reach the aim, research methods of literature analysis, synthesis were used. Brand perception and its role in
communication, concept of customer experience, antecedent of customer experience – expectations, emotional state
on customer experience is analysed to propose conceptual framework connecting brand communication and customer
experience.

2. Brand Perception and its Role in Communication
Binet and Carter (2018) note one of the core marketing communication fundamentals: “real people don’t care about
brands; they don’t spend time thinking about brands; they don’t have high interest in brands; and they certainly don’t
want 'relationships' with brands.” According to the authors', the main reason why people choose brands is that they
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would not waste time thinking about them. A view proposed by Binet and Carter (2018) clearly illustrates a general
attitude towards a brand understating in the everyday experience of a customer.
In academic literature, there is no unified agreement on a brand definition. Chernatony and Riley (1998)
listed as many as twelve categories that combine different brand classifications. As noted by authors', a brand
definition can vary from a simplistic understanding like the brand as a legal instrument, a logo, or personality, to
more complicated definitions like the brand as a value system, an image in the consumer mind, or evolving entity.
Despite the differences in definitions, there is a mutual agreement that a brand is composed of tangible and intangible
elements. Tangible elements are name, logo, ambassadors, slogan, soundtrack, packaging, etc. Intangible elements
are mission, vision, goal, philosophy, ethics, behaviour, etc.
The synergy between tangible and intangible elements forms a multidimensional brand construct, which
serves as a basis for service or a product creation resounding customer needs (Chernatony & Riley, 1998; Miao,
2019). From a communication perspective, this multidimensional brand construct (tangible and intangible elements)
is a set of meanings and associations. A set of meanings differentiates the service or a product of a brand from other
functionally equal services or products. Meantime, associations unite meanings with the brand and its appearance
(tangible and intangible elements). Empirical findings support the theory that brands are represented in our minds as
sets of meanings that are associated with the brand (Camarrone & Hulle, 2019).
Brand perception is, by nature, a construct oriented to customers. This understanding highlights an active
role of customers in the creation of brand meaning in customers perception (Padgett & Allen, 2013). The
representation of a brand in the customer perception is formed by all the actions of brand communication in all
possible media channels, information types, or forms of information. Brand communication is not limited only to this
creation of perception. Simultaneously, brand communication seeks to affect current and future customer behaviours
by using linguistic messages, visual symbols, and emotional stimuli (Barger et al., 2016). Due to peculiarities of
brand perception, it is less important to have a difference in brand communication in terms of content than to be
distinctive. It means that brand communication does not necessarily need to have messages, make sense, or be
differentiated in the category (Binet & Carter, 2018). It should constantly strengthen meanings and associations with
a brand distinctiveness.

3. Customer Experience Concept
Experience as a part of today's marketing and communications are inescapable. Even today, most services and
products are sold as an experience itself, not only as a physical product or service (Batat, 2019). As illustrated by
Pine and Gilmore (1999), experience is not only inescapable, but it is a cornerstone of XXI century economics.
Since all the experience is experienced by each customer individually and judged by subjective criteria, in the
presence of experience, a customer becomes a central part of marketing and communication. Due to this reason,
subjectivity, emotions, symbolism and social aspects acquire more significant weight and value (Batat, 2019). This
perspective illustrates a fundamental foundation of customer experience understanding, i.e., the value lies not only in
the object of consumption (products or services) but in the experience of consumption itself (Schmitt, 2010). In this
context, customers are understood as experience creators, not solely message receivers.
Even with differentiating views on customer experience classification in academic literature, Schmitt (1999)
managed to propose five strategic experiential modules for managing experiences. Modules can be addressed as
different types of marketing practices: sense marketing, feel marketing, think marketing, act marketing and relate
marketing which contains aspects of all types though expands beyond a person to something outside his private state
(Schmitt, 1999). Despite specialities in Schmitt strategic framework for managing experiences, two essential aspects
are offered. First, experience consists of different experiential components which are not necessarily physical by
design. Second, all the different experiential components are orientated to the customer and satisfaction of his needs.
Customer needs (desired but not necessarily known) satisfaction during consumption is one of the essential activities
forming a successful customer experience. Any value exchange between a customer (time, money) and a brand
(service, product, communication) influence customer experience despite the nature or form of this exchange
(Schmitt & Zarantonello, 2015). This perspective holds customer experience as holistic by nature, incorporating the
customer cognitive, emotional, sensory, social, and spiritual responses to all interactions with a brand (Lemon and
Verhoef, 2016). Meyer and Schwager (2007) state that customer experience is the internal and subjective response
customers have to direct or indirect contact with a company. Direct contact is an interaction initiated by the customer
which generally occurs during the purchase, use of a service or product. Meantime, indirect contact is an unplanned
customer encounter with a brand, its products or services, advertising, news, recommendations, word of mouth,
reviews, or other forms of communication (Bueno et al., 2019). Business practice reflects a similar understanding
which describes customer experience as a customer contact with every aspect of a company offering: customer care,
advertising, packaging, product and service features, ease of use, and reliability (Lemon and Verhoef, 2016). These
customer interactions with a product or a service result in subjective feelings associated with the physiological state
(Johnston & Kong, 2011). Due to these judgments, customer experience can be understood as a subjective state
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resulting from an aggregated experience from feelings experienced during the encounter with all possible touchpoints
(direct and indirect) with a brand.
Despite the slightly different explanations of a customer experience definition, discussions tend to split
customer interaction with a brand into three dimensions: before, during and after the consumption. In this
segregation, we can observe a more extensive view beyond a subjective state. It reveals a synergy of actions that lead
to the subjective state and determines their sequence, i.e., before the consumption held expectations affect customer
satisfaction of a service or product which results in customer experience (Korgaonkar & Moschis, 1982; Oliver,
1997; Spreng & Page, 2001; Hu et al., 2009; Braun-LaTour, 2013; Chang & Taylor, 2014; Hsieh & Yuan, 2019).
Thus, customer experience can be understood simply as a subjective perception of service or product
(dis)satisfaction. Simplicity in this judgment provides two aspects worthy of attention. First, it highlights the
antecedent of customer experience. Second, it exhibits (dis)satisfaction as a derivative of interactions happening
during consumption.

4. Expectations as the Antecedent of Customer Experience
A key to unlocking a continuous understanding of customer experience resides in expectations. The latter, together
with the emotional state experienced during the consumption, occurs before satisfaction and experience.
Expectations are primary determinants of customer consumption experiences, satisfaction, and repurchase
(Ofir & Simonson, 2007). In academic literature, there is common acceptance of this view. Equally, there is wide
acceptance of significant expectations effect on post-purchase evaluations (Spreng & Page, 2001). A great deal of
emphasis in academic discussions is put on the results of expectations fulfilment, agreeing that exceeding customer
expectations is key to customer satisfaction, delight, and loyalty.
Currently, the Expectations Disconfirmation theory is the most widely accepted theory concerning customer
satisfaction processes. The theory holds that customer perception of overall satisfaction results from a comparison
between expectations and outcome performance of a service or product (Oliver, 1997). Based on the Expectations
Disconfirmation theory and academic discussions encompassing this theory, Santos and Boote (2003) presented a
conceptual model combining expectations, post-purchase affective states and affective actions (Figure 1).

Figure 1. A conceptual model of expectations, post-purchase affective states and affective behaviours (Santos &
Boote, 2003).

Authors argue that affective states which arise from (dis)confirmation are built on different levels of expectation.
These different levels of expectations may change or overlap and are formed based on nine groups of expectation
standards: ideal, the should, the desired, the predicted, the adequate, the minimum tolerable, the intolerable, the
worst imaginable, and the deserved, which can coincide with any other expectation standard from the normative
should expectation to the minimum tolerable level. All these standards are attributed to two types: core expectations
and peripheral expectations. Core expectations is a predicted standard of expectations. Peripheral expectations are all
the other, ranging from ideal to worst imaginable. Santos and Boote (2003) note that the core expectations can be
coterminous, with any peripheral expectation, based on prior customer experience, experiences of others, customer
mind and mood during the consumption. This observation once more highlights the role of customer subjectivity. In
addition, it admires the effect of the environment and others (not necessarily another customer of a service or
product).
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Figure 1 illustrates expectations dependence on individual customer experiences and characteristics. For instance, the
affective states of acceptance and satisfaction exist within the zone of indifference which implies that
(dis)satisfaction results from a certain level of disconfirmation existing beyond the zone of indifference. This means
that a customer who experienced slightly better or worse performance than expected will not experience delight or
dissatisfaction. However, if customers peripheral expectations overlap with core expectations, and the customer
confirmed what he expected, then this (simple confirmation) can lead to any form of affective response. Moreover,
each customer holds a zone of tolerance that varies (expands or contracts) depending on the individual customer
qualities. A zone of tolerance addresses the extent to which a specific customer is willing to accept differences other
than expected. Thus, this viewpoint allows to hold that, essentially, expectations are a subjective customer forecast
formulated based on the entirety of encountered information.

5. Emotional State Effect on Experience Perception
Consciousness is only a tiny part of our mental work in unconscious processing (Barry, 2002). Dual-process theories
provide a view of how a thought can arise in two different ways, accounting consciousness and unconsciousness
parts. Often these ways are referred to as umbrella terms that subsume many different cognitive and neural system
processes (Thompson, 2014). Even though these two ways exist on a continuum, it is accepted to use substitutes to
label them separately as automatic and effortful systems, System 1 and System 2, Type 1 and Type 2, or heuristic and
analytic (Kahneman, 2011; Thompson, 2014; Lazard et al. 2020). The automatic system is characterized as
automatic, fast, implicit, low capacity, and cannot be turned off at will. An effortful system is described as low,
deliberate, rule-based, capacity-dependent, and is normally acting in a comfortable low-effort mode (Kahneman,
2011; Thompson, 2014).
The Elaboration likelihood model (ELM) is often used as the information processing model in the academic
literature, incorporating automatic and effortful systems (Teng et al., 2015). ELM applies two paths in information
processing: central and peripheral routes. The central route takes a cognitive effort. Individuals taking the central
route carefully review, consider and evaluate information. In the peripheral route, individuals use cues to ease up
their tasks and make fast decisions (Teng et al., 2015; Kim et al., 2017). Due to this reason, brands can exist and
influence our thinking through tangible and intangible elements. The decision to select one of two routes is
determined individually by elaboration likelihood, i.e., the amount of motivation and degree of the ability to process
the information (Kim et al., 2017). Though, sensory experience is processed in the form of patterns held in short-term
temporary storage (Barry, 2002), meaning that during consumption of a product or service, experienced sensory
stimuli are first processed by a fast effortful peripheral route (Atkinson-Shiffrin model). It's important to mention that
sensory stimuli are either processed unconsciously or observed consciously, and sensory input is not only based on
sensory cues but also on surroundings, customer individuality, and mood. Sensory stimuli first evoke an emotional
response which potentially elicits either approach or avoidance behaviour. Thus, the emotional response evoked by
external stimuli has a mediating effect on cognition and behaviour toward the perceived product (Schreuder et al.,
2016). Yet, whether it is perceived consciously or subconsciously, sensory stimuli play a significant role in product
or service experience (Haase et al., 2018).
Thus, sensory stimuli experienced during consumption and processed through the peripheral route will affect
the customer judgement either consciously or unconsciously. In this sequence, the primary sensory stimuli are being
processed automatically and unconsciously, without the intervention of conscious (lower-order process). Afterwards,
it is either processed unconsciously or results in a holistic perception. The latter further results in an emotional
experience from an internal perspective (I feel angry, sad) and in emotion perception from an external perspective
(sad music, fearful object, happy human). When emotional experience or emotion perception reaches higher-order
processes (conscious stage), emotions may result in conscious feelings or behavioural intentions (desire to stay,
revisit). Whereas short term and often unconscious emotional experiences result in feelings or intentions linked to a
specific context (Schreuder et al., 2016). In terms of dual-process theories, the conscious state shapes behaviour
directly, unconscious indirectly. Thus, even temporarily experienced emotional state can influence a wide range of
customer judgements, due to the link of emotional experience with the cognitive processes that give rise to intuitive
judgements (Thompson, 2014). This perspective highlights the importance of emotional state (experienced during
consumption) to final customer judgement despite the way (consciously or subconsciously) it was processed.

6. Conceptual Framework Connecting Brand Communication and Customer Experience
In the relationship of expectations, emotional state, and (dis)satisfaction, expectations are the primary starting point,
i.e., expectations, together with the emotional state experienced during the customer journey, determine the
(dis)satisfaction of the customer, which forms the customer experience (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Expectations, emotional state and (dis)satisfaction dependency with the different stages of consumption

Figure 2 illustrates the flow of a customer experience origin occurring from the evaluation process of the customer.
The evaluation process is an expression regarding the sum of expectations held before the consumption comparison
with experience encountered during the consumption (including a quality aspect of a service or a product) and the
emotional state experienced during the consumption. This evaluation is affected by both rational and automatic
emotional customer conclusions. Due to this reason, subjective customer understanding is an indispensable condition
of this evaluation. The representation of expectations, emotional state and (dis)satisfaction through dependency with
the different stages of consumption highlights the sequence amongst these elements. Foremost, before the
consumption, the customer forms individual expectations regarding a service or a product. Subsequently, during the
consumption, occurs all the interactions between a brand and a customer. This interaction between a brand and a
customer unfolds into a customer emotional state. Afterwards, after the consumption, follows the evaluation process
of a customer (dis)satisfaction.
During the consumption (throughout the customer journey), the customer is affected by feelings, emotions,
physical senses, occurring thoughts (customer thinking), and social factors (Schmitt, 2010). Whereas, after the
consumption, during the evaluation of (dis)satisfaction, where the customer compares held expectations before
consumption with perceived service or product performance, is affected by the emotional state experienced during
the customer journey. Due to these peculiarities, customer experience may be negative even if expectations during
the customer journey are fulfilled. This scenario is possible because of emotional state influence, i.e., if an
experienced emotional state is substantially negative, the experience of service or a product in the customer
perception can turn into a negative customer experience despite the fulfilment of expectations. Equal exchange is
plausible in a contrary direction. Even if expectations during the customer journey are not fulfilled, the customer
experience may be affirmative. If an experienced emotional state is substantially positive, the experience of service
or a product in the customer perception can turn into a positive customer experience despite not fulfilled
expectations. To assess the full extent of different interactions between emotional state and expectations, seven more
different variations should be included: where expectations can be either fulfilled, not fulfilled, or exceeded, and the
experienced emotional state can be either negative, positive, or neutral. If to exclude the emotional state from these
variations, mathematical expression of interactions would solely look like this: a) A > D = −B = −C; b) A < D = +B
= +C; c) A = D = (+/−)B = (+/−)C; where symbols of minus and plus refers to negative or positive output of
satisfaction, and customer experience (Figure 2). When the emotional state supplements this interaction, the number
of possible variations triples. An increase in variations highlights the emotional state role in the evaluation process. If
this interaction is supplemented with an additional variable of each element intensity, for example, on the scale of −5
to +5, the possible variations increase even more. An increase in variations is so significant that it becomes difficult
to cover all possibilities, even in a set environment. This growth in possible variations illustrates the difficulty of
measurement of each element influence on customer experience. Though, at the same time, the growth in
possibilities provides a new perspective. It exposes a degree of elements control, i.e., elements in the process of
customer experience formation are either uncontrollable, partly controllable, or fully controllable. The uncontrollable
elements depend on subjective and individual customer characteristics, surroundings, context, or other unexpected
circumstances (Figure 3).
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A look at customer experience formation through the degree of elements control highlights two aspects. First,
unexpected circumstances can affect customer evaluation in a way that customer experience will be negative despite
fulfilment or exceedance of expectations, and vice versa. Second, it reveals a clear space where brands can take
actions and influence customer experience. Due to this reason, we can look beyond the evaluation process and
expand this interaction with the antecedent of expectations. When communication element supplements this process,
it underlines additional influence space where brands can partly affect expectations (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Conceptual framework connecting brand communication and customer experience

The communication element in Figure 3 is divided into two parts: G1 and G2. The G1 part represents controlled
brand communication, i.e., all the information distributed through controlled communication channels. Also, the G1
part includes the effects of tangible and intangible brand assets: awakened associations or values. G2 part represents
communication that is only partly controlled by a brand, i.e., all the information distributed through partly controlled
channels as news media and uncontrolled sources as other customer reviews, and similar. In partly controlled
communication, a brand is not necessarily the primary source of information. Therefore, this information is not
necessarily accounted as a result of what a customer will receive from the service or a product. On the contrary,
information received from a brand is perceived as a result of what customers will receive (Santos & Boote, 2003).
Thus, a brand can influence customer experience with controlled communication or a service or product
performance.

7. Conclusions and Future Implications
This paper explores the relationship between brand communication and customer experience. The representation of a
brand in the customer perception is formed by all the actions of brand communication in all possible media, where
the customer plays an active role by forming brand meanings in its own and other customers perceptions through
reviews, opinions, recommendations, etc. Based on the entirety of encountered information before consumption, the
customer forms its expectations as a subjective forecast of future consumption. While, during the encounter with all
possible touchpoints (direct and indirect) with a brand and service or product consumption, customer experience
emerges as a subjective state resulting from an aggregated experience from the emotional state experienced during
the consumption and evaluation of service or product performance. During the consumption, even temporarily
experienced emotional state can influence a wide range of customer judgements despite the way customers process it:
consciously or subconsciously. Thus, the observations suggest expanding the research regarding customer experience
from agreed interaction between expectations and (dis)satisfaction only to interactions between brand
communication, expectations, emotional state (experienced during consumption), and (dis)satisfaction.
The proposed conceptual framework explains how these elements are related to customer experience, i.e.,
brand communication forms customer expectations held before the consumption, which influences the evaluation of
(dis)satisfaction through comparison with the perceived performance, and in the aggregate with the emotional state
experienced during the consumption results in (dis)satisfaction judgement. This perspective includes customer
subjectivity in the evaluation process in terms of the time in which happens the consumption, not only in terms of
expectations comparison with performance. The addition of the emotional state element accounts for the fact that,
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during consumption, the customer is affected by feelings, emotions, physical senses, occurring thoughts, and social
factors. Along, it expands the explanation why customer experience may be negative despite fulfilment or
exceedance of expectations, and vice versa. This outlook emphasizes intuitive and non-rational customer judgement.
In addition, the proposed conceptual framework provides a viewpoint of the customer experience process through
uncontrollable, partly controllable, or fully controllable elements. The degree of element control highlights where
brands can take actions to influence customer experience. Nevertheless, the proposed conceptual framework needs to
be further examined using quantitative and qualitative measures.
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